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A letter from the Rev Sue Male  
 
 
Dear Friends 
 
Another year has passed! It has … and continues to be another 
difficult year for the world with Corona Virus, and now with the war in 
Ukraine.  Much prayer is needed here. 
 
It has been a strangely mixed year as well. We have been back 
worshipping together in person since the end of April 2021, yet fully 
aware that even now not everyone has returned to worship after the 
pandemic. At the same time, we have continued with our Friday 
morning worship on zoom every week – so we are truly post 
pandemic – keeping the good things that we have learned during 
the crisis. Of course at Ealing Green we are greatly helped by the new 
camera system which enables us  - with a great deal of help from 
hector – to stream our services onto YouTube so that those far away 
can tune in, and those who attended In person can watch the 
service again! Do you know anyone who would like access to the live 
stream? … friends stuck at home, or elderly relatives … or students 
away at University? 
 
As well as worship we have also engaged in study over the last year. 
Last Lent some of us worked through the Methodist Course “A 
Methodist Way of Life”, whilst others worked ecumenically with a 
group of people from many denominations looking at the ways we as 
Christians receive Jesus. We spent time celebrating the strengths of 
the ways different denominations worshipped and lived out their 
Christianity. During the autumn we looked at creation issues. We 
hosted a wonderful talk for “Christians Together in central Ealing” by 
Revd. Dave Bookless introducing us to the issue. We followed this 
up  by studying the York Course “Caring for Creation” (again with 
Christians from various denominations) and are now looking at 
practical ways of taking what we have learned forward. Can you 
help?  
 
This Lent we have already begun the Circuit Lent Course “Unless God 
builds the house”, looking at the causes of homelessness … and 
working, with the rest of the circuit towards action.  Until this point all 
of our study groups had been online due to the pandemic, so it is 
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wonderful to be holding one of the “Unless God builds the house” Lent 
Groups in person! As a second – prayerful – study some of us are also 
following an online daily prayer retreat put together by “Jesuits in 
Britain” and then meeting together weekly to reflect upon our 
experiences of prayer during the preceding week. This is proving 
fruitful and inspiring. 
 
After Easter I encourage you to be involved  in our upcoming course 
on Holy Communion. The service for Holy Communion incorporates all 
of what it is to be a Christian in one service.  The course gives a 
Methodist interpretation on themes such as thanksgiving (eucharist), 
transformation, confession and forgiveness, table fellowship, sacrifice, 
the presence of Jesus  … and many other things. We will be 
encouraged to ask questions and to be honest about our joys and 
difficulties with Holy  Communion. The course is likely to run in person 
on Monday mornings, and on zoom on Monday evenings. I will let you 
know the dates soon since I have leave during this time so it will not 
happen every week. The hope is to complete the course between 
May and August. 
 
In the autumn we will be looking at the themes of “Healing and 
wholeness” … and again, this is with a view of exploring our joys and 
difficulties with the subject and exploring what we can do practically 
as a church to promote health, wholeness and wellbeing as Christians 
both in our own church community and wider afield. Dates will follow 
in due course. 
 
Our practical service to the  community has been greatly changed by 
the pandemic. Before the pandemic we were hosting a foodbank 
café in our Church for “Ealing Foodbank”. Those of us involved greatly 
enjoyed the opportunity both to help practically through the provision 
of food, but also to spend time in conversation with those who visited 
the café for their food. We enjoyed really getting to know people. 
However  during the pandemic this had to change  since social 
interaction was a risk. Ealing Food bank changed their plans and 
distributed food directly from the  warehouse. This meant that for most 
of us at Ealing Green there was less hands on involvement ( some 
worked from the warehouse). So we supported the Ealing foodbank 
through donations of food, and through financial help from the 
church itself. Some of the foodbank cafes have now reopened but 
the Ealing Foodbank has not currently included Ealing green amongst 
these since less people attended here than at some other venues. This 
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has been disappointing for us, but we have recognised, and continue 
to do so, that the important factor here is that people get their food … 
that God’s work is done, for it is His mission and not ours. 
 
That can actually be a hard lesson for us to learn. In many ways it has 
– for the time being – been  seen in parallel in our other project – 
our  part in providing shelter for people in Ealing who are homeless 
through the Ealing Churches Winter Night Shelter. Usually we host a 
group of people at the church. This gives them a meal, and shelter, 
but it also allows for the development of relationships between guests, 
and between guests and volunteer helpers. This year the guests were 
housed more safely in hotel rooms in Southall. It looked like our part in 
this was also going to be lost. In the event ECWNS coordinated 
churches to do what they could do, and Ealing Green really came up 
trumps with delivering food  for the guests to the hotel they were 
staying in. Thank you to Jane and Lee, and to all who were involved 
with this. 
 
So we are left with a need to look anew at our mission. A few ideas 
have come up at church council which we will bring to this AGM. 
Firstly the Circuit will be looking at Mission together – coming out of the 
“Unless God Builds the House” Lent Course, and a mission day 
planned for April  9th (more info to follow). Secondly, people referred 
to a very successful coffee morning being run – free of charge – at 
Hanwell Methodist Church, and we would like to explore the possibility 
of doing something similar at Ealing Green. Thirdly, Phil Male would like 
to do something akin to the Comedy festival he ran at EG as an 
outreach just before the pandemic. Fourthly, the team providing 
lunch on Thursdays would also like to recommence.  Fifthly we will 
engage in mission to the world by addressing climate change in 
whatever way we can. 
We are looking for your ideas about what we can do, and how you 
can be involved. 
 
So I am looking forward to looking ahead with you at our AGM to see 
what we are going to do next to help God to put his plans for his world 
into action. 
 
With Blessings 
Sue 
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A Letter from Church Council  
 
Mission and Way Forward  
 
Church Council would like to thank all members of the church, the 
congregation and its staff and lay workers for their continued 
commitment to the life of Ealing Green Church.  
 
As we move closer to living with Covid - 19 our mission and way 
forward remain constant as they have throughout the changes of the 
past two years:  
 
Worship – we continue to celebrate God’s love through meaningful, 
creative and inclusive worship, adapting to the challenges that we, 
and indeed wider society, have faced. 
 

Fellowship –  there are many examples of how we have evolved, 
ranging from regular fellowship outdoors, or over the phone or on 
Zoom, to “Covid-safe” communion. By continuing to share fellowship, 
we hope to strengthen each other so that we can continue Christ’s 
mission. 
 

Wider mission – our building continues to be an integral part of our 
community engagement.  We continued to offer rooms for support 
groups throughout, and as restrictions eased, we have been able to 
safely welcome back many of our community users. The closed doors 
at the height of the pandemic did not hinder Ealing Green’s support 
for local and international causes close to our hearts, and the 
remarkable ways the church family has continued the wider mission 
speaks powerfully of God’s love. 
 
As the measures ease and we consider with renewed vigour our next 
steps, lets take time to identify what aspects of those changes have 
been of benefit and might be worth sustaining rather than simply 
returning to the pre-pandemic 'normal '.  
 
Church Council look forward to building on the best of Ealing Green 
with all of you;  
 
Alex Anteyi, Antonya Kloetgen, Chrissy O’Connor, Ela Trail, 
Fleur Hatherall, Hector Chidiya, Jane Horwich, Louise 
Singleton & the Rev Sue Male. 
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Pastoral Committee   
 
“A healthy Christian Community is one in which people know that 
they are valued and feel safe. The care that we offer, both in times of 
crisis and in everyday life is an active proclamation of God’s love in 
Christ and for all the world.”   

(Faith and Order statement from the Methodist Church)  
 
We try to share this vision and practice.  
 
It has been another strange year. At the start of 2021 we were able to 
resume worship in Church with facemasks, social distancing and 
sanitising in place but not allowed to sing. Now singing takes place 
after the service on the church steps and in Church with face 
coverings and the other Covid restrictions maintained. People are 
gradually returning to Church but in lesser numbers for many different 
reasons, including anxiety about Covid and limited mobility. Several 
now find their weekends taken up with their second homes or visiting 
new grandchildren.   
 
At present we have 74 on our pastoral list. Of these 5 are housebound, 
3 are young people and 2 are in sheltered housing. We were 
delighted to welcome Fi Dunn as a new member this year and it was 
a joy to share in the celebration of Ben and Melissa’s Wedding 
Blessing at Ealing Green. Sadly, they have now both moved away to 
Colchester. Christine Edwards has moved to a care home near her 
daughter and Hazel and Chris to the South Coast They all contributed 
a great deal to our Church family life and are greatly missed.   
 
Currently we have 12 Pastoral Point of Contacts, each with a list of 
people who they maintain regular contact with, sharing their joys and 
concerns and offering prayer support. A monthly Pastoral Prayer Letter 
was introduced in November 2020 for those who cannot access 
Church services online or receive emails. Initially, contributions were 
from the Pastoral Committee but now we are pleased that many of 
the recipients also send in items to be shared.  
 
Sue started a short weekly worship service online for her three 
Churches where we are asked to give names and situations for 
prayer. After reading and discussing a Bible passage, Sue prays for all 
those mentioned. This is greatly appreciated by the recipients and is a 
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real blessing for those who meet as many pastoral concerns are 
addressed.   
 
Aside from contracting Covid, many of our Church family have lost 
close relatives and friends over the year and dealt with a number of 
illnesses and medical procedures. We continue to be thankful for 
those in our Church family who work tirelessly for the NHS on our 
behalf. 
   
We are now a Sight Loss Friendly Church with Braille and large print 
hymnbooks and Bibles available.   
 
Flowers are distributed to those within the Church family who are 
unwell, at home or in hospital, or to celebrate a special occasion, or 
just to cheer up someone who is feeling low or going through a 
difficult time. At Christmas, small gifts and cards were taken to those 
living alone or housebound.   
 
Thank you to all who share in our mission of caring. We hope that 
everyone will feel valued and know that they belong to a special 
family, the Church.  
 
“Brother, sister let me serve you, let me be as Christ to you.”  
 
Pastoral Committee:  
Sue Male, Gill Hatherall, Yvonne Moyo, Nyarai Gondo, Jane 
Horwich, Valerie Jokosenumi, and Joan Lindley 
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Bible Study 
At present the Bible study group have joined our group of churches for 
the in person Lent Study group at Ealing Green on Monday mornings,  
at 11.30,  led  by Sue Male “. Entitled “Except the Lord Build the 
House”.  At our first meeting there were five from our group, three 
more from Ealing Green, and one from Kingsdown.  This first session 
was interesting and thought provoking, and I do encourage others to 
join us if free. Once the Lent course has finished we will have a 
discussion to see if we re  start the group again on a Thursday . Sarah 
has very kindly kept the slot open for us! 
 
Every Blessing 
Fleur  Hatherall 

Monday Fellowship  
   Monday Fellowship The Monday Fellowship  
   stated again on Feb 14th with a planning  
   meeting . We will continue to meet on the 2nd 

and 3rd Mondays of the month at 1.45 to 3.0pm.The following three 
meetings from then are meeting at 1.30pm so those who are 
attending the Lent Bible Study have time to eat a sandwich, coffee 
and tea are provided as usual, and others can join us anytime after 
1.30pm and we will aim to start the meeting at 1.45pm. By the time 
you read this we will have had a Quiz session led by John (on zoom!) 
and after that will a play reading session led by Helen. This is a very 
Happy group and in true Christian fashion we start with a hymn and 
thought for the day and prayer and end with a hymn and Blessing ! So 
if you have an hour to spare on a Monday afternoon we would love 
you to join us,  
 
Blessings 
Fleur Hatherall  
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Ealing Green Choir 

 
 
The Covid years  have been difficult for choirs 
everywhere but we have kept going and We 
managed to be a choir and  do well  at  2 

Christmases out of 3 !  With a little help from friends and former 
members  to whom we say  a big thank you! Coming back into 
church has been difficult for some so we are still small in number and 
it has been hard to get back into a regular routine of practice,  partly 
because of Covid arrangements in the church first thing in the 
mornings ! However we can overcome all these things and hope we 
can build ourselves up again. 
 
We have already sung at some services on recordings  during the 
pandemic or in person more recently.  If you just like singing why not 
come and join us ? There are no dreaded auditions and don’t worry if 
are not clear about reading music, we can help with that.  There are 
other ways to learn! Our aim is to get back to 2 or 4 part singing if we 
can but the main objective is to enjoy singing and enjoy singing in a  
group! We are a very Happy and supportive group of each other…  
The fellowship is great so why not give us a try.? Need more details or 
a chat phone me on 020 8248 6774 or 07842179173 or mail me   
fleurh@hotmail .co.uk !A big thank you  to  all the stalwarts who have 
supported me and the choir and our church throughout  the 
pandemic , You have been great and  I am so grateful to you all of 
you for your commitment! It has not gone unnoticed!, 
 
Every Blessing 
Fleur Hatherall 
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Discipleship Group 
  

The Discipleship Group has not met as we traditionally would once a 
month in the Parlour since before the pandemic.   Some of our 
members have moved away over the last few years and we wish 
them well in their new homes.  Others have not yet returned to the 
church and we look forward to seeing them as and when they 
do.  Several other members of the Group have taken on various roles 
in relation to our local arrangement services and we do hope moving 
forward, more members can get involved.   We also hope to arrange 
a lunch for the Group after the Easter break, which should bring to 
mind at least one of the Holy Habits we were studying before the 
pandemic – Eating Together! 
 
Chrissy O’Connor  
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The Church Growth Group 

 
Church Growth has seemed ever more challenging over the past 2 
years.  However, back in March 2021 we had the pleasure of 
attending a church growth talk with Rev David McDougall of St Marys 
Church, Bletchley, on zoom, which gave us much food for 
thought.   We have also made a success of broadcasting our weekly 
services at Ealing Green on our YouTube channel, for people to view 
the service both in real time, or later at their convenience.  On 27 
February 2022, we welcomed back our Café Church for the first time 
since the pandemic began.  Now that restrictions have eased, we 
hope the Church Growth Group can meet again in the very near 
future to discuss what next steps we might take – anyone is more than 
welcome to join this Group; please do speak with me if you are 
interested. 
 
Chrissy O’Connor 
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In 2021 Christian Aid week focused 
on Climate change. 
 
Christian Aid exists to create a world 

where everyone can live a full life free from poverty. Droughts are now 
more frequent and more intense due to the climate crisis. Severe 
drought followed by extreme and unpredictable changes in weather 
has destroyed crops, killed livestock and continues to threaten 
livelihoods and then on top of this the Coronavirus pandemic has hit. 
 
Again in 2021 as in 2020 we were not able to do as many activities at 
Ealing Green for Christian Aid as usual, but with people's generosity 
and Rev Sue Male's hard work and determination we were able to 
send to Christian Aid a total of £1603.50. 
The 3 churches that Sue is minister for raised £1452.50 sponsoring and 
donating to Sue's "Steps" appeal in Christian Aid week which Ealing 
Green Church passed as a total to Christian Aid. £151 was also 
collected at Ealing Green from donations by members of the 
congregation.  
 
As we have not been able to have refreshments after the Sunday 
services we have not had the normal collection from this for Christian 
Aid. 
 
Christian Aid is part of the Disasters Emergency Committee (DEC) in 
responding to immediate crises as currently in Ukraine.  
 
Christian Aid works and fund raises all year round so donations can 
always be given directly to Christian Aid via their website:  
www.christianaid.org.uk  
 
 

Deb Lovell 
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Property Committee  
 
Church Premises:  
 

Heating: No major problems during 2021. New 
valves were fitted on the radiators in rear premises, 
to alleviate the ‘knocking’ noise. However, we have recently had 
heating failure lasting several weeks. This was due to a leaking valve 
which made the pressure drop and automatically cut off the boilers. 
We were shown how to re-pressurise the system to enable the boilers 
to start again. A new valve has been fitted but we await a decision on 
whether another part needs replacing. 
 

Unfortunately, due to a change of Internet supplier, we have not been 
able to set the heating remotely. We are trying to find a solution. 
 

Lettings: Obviously, due to Covid, use of our premises has been 
determined by “Lockdowns” and the restrictions imposed by the 
Methodist Church. Usage was below 50% compared with previous 
year. Several Groups have now returned and Ealing Symphony 
Orchestra continue to practise weekly in the main church. Other 
regular users are U3A which meets weekly using the Church and Foyer; 
Ealing Choral Society; Ealing School of Dance;  Create Art (children’s 
craft) every Saturday morning during term-time. Drama Studio (now 
part of West London University). Occasional users of the Church 
include various Film Production Groups and smaller Groups such as 
Charities which we agreed to assist: AA (several); Al Anon  
As well as various Church and Circuit Groups, users of rooms in rear 
premises include:- Associate Board of the Royal School of Music 
(Examinations). 
 

Expenditure on our premises included:- seasonal clearing of leaves 
from gullies and downpipes; clearing blocked drains; replacing 
lightbulbs; Various outstanding building works brought to our attention 
in the last Quinquennial Survey. Builder cleared a downpipe outside 
the Hall leading to a ‘soakaway’ where a blockage had occurred 
under a paving stone. Broken window catches repaired/replaced; 
loose wood blocks replaced in corridor; Electrical safety tests and 
PAT’s testings carried out. Some remedial work required. 
 

Recent work included: new sealant around washbasin in Foyer toilet; 
Automatic access to Reception area – service and new panel; main 
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gate problem with automatic closing – to be investigated; Calormax 
hot water dispensers – Kitchen & Foyer. Problems under investigation; 
Bulb in Church ‘hanging’ lights to be replaced – new ladders required. 
 

Regular garden maintenance by Contract Garden Services 
, together with pressure-hosing of garden patio area. The Church has 
sent a letter and ‘Thank You’ card to Hazel, in appreciation  for all her 
dedication over the years, designing the rear garden area and more 
recently, maintaining the large raised ‘planter’ in front of Church. The 
colourful flowers and plants have caused much interest by Church folk 
as well as passers-by! We hope that Hazel & Chris will enjoy living down 
in Christchurch. We are pleased that Jean has agreed to take over this 
responsibility. 
 
Acoustics & A/V system:  We are still experiencing acoustic problems in 
Sanctuary and some users have complained. The church had decided 
not to authorise further expenditure until Lettings income recovered 
after Covid. We hope that the underlying problems will now be 
revisited. 
 

The enhanced A/V system has enabled us to Livestream our services 
which has been a great success. Some users, particularly U3A have 
also taken advantage of this facility. 
 
No: 3 Victoria Terrace: 
· 3a - There was a further problem with the shower cubicle linked 

to the loose tile problem. After the tiles were replaced, tenants 
reported a blockage in the waste pipe. Whilst this was being 
fixed, the tenants were pleased to accept our offer for them to 
use our wet-room! The tenants who have been there 6 years are 
moving to Cambridge in April, so the Agents will be seeking new 
tenants for us. 

· New tenants in 3b and 3c. 
· 3b – Tenant not happy with water pressure in shower. Bob has 

tried different ways of improving the situation. He has also carried 
out small jobs in kitchen. 

· 3c – We were shocked to see the state of the flat when tenants 
moved out. The builders had to clear mould and redecorate 
throughout, working around the new tenants who could not 
unpack all their boxes until work was completed. We offered a 
reduced rent for the first month by way of compensation. 
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Little Church – 2b The Grove:  As Happy Child Ltd has ceased to 
operate under this name, the company has assigned the Lease to its 
subsidiary, Busy Bees Nurseries Ltd. 
 

Although the Nursery suffered during Lockdowns and required 
deferment of 3 months’ rent, it has now brought all payments up to 
date. 
 
Manse:  The builders have carried out the various works brought to our 
attention by the Quinquennial Survey. They also managed to trace 
and ‘cure’ the leak in a ‘valley’ in the roof which had caused damp in 
main front bedroom. Maintenance of the Manse has now been 
passed to the Circuit. 
 
Many thanks to members of the Property Committee and Sarah who 
have helped spread the load of looking after all our premises:- Hazel, 
Jean N & Ela. 
 
Colin Hatherall      
Property Committee Steward 
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Ealing Churches Winter Night 
Shelter  

 
Conclusion of our Night Shelter Work 2022 
 

This year our night shelter guests have been housed 
in the Broadway Inn in Southall since the beginning 
of January and will remain there until the end of 
March. Each guest has their own room and because of the Covid 
situation they are not allowed to socialise in each other’s rooms. They 
have full hotel services and the use of a well-equipped kitchen. It soon 
became clear, at the beginning, that churches had concerns about 
Covid risk for their volunteers and that the quests were not prepared to 
leave their private rooms with televisions and washing facilities to visit 
churches for meals.  
 

We spent the first week working out how we could best cater for the 
guests. From the 13th January to the 3rd March Lee and I were able to 
deliver lovingly-prepared meals by wonderful volunteers every 
Thursday. 8 meals altogether, including ratatouille and sausages, chilli, 
soups, chicken bake, chicken stir fry, chicken curry, tarts, cakes, 
custard and other goodies. We also gave toiletries and underwear.  
Huge thanks go to Philippa Ervin, Linda Quinn, Helen Harper, Joan 
Lindley; and to friends Jane Beaumont, Kate Roderick and Linda White 
who gave their time and skills to cook. And thanks to those who gave 
clothing and toiletries. 
 

We are currently unsure what the situation will be next winter, but we 
understand that the Government is not keen for roving shelters to start 
up again. Our trustees are going to consider the lessons learnt this year 
and the experience of other shelters around the country. They have 
concerns about the lack of opportunities for our current guests to 
socialise and the Broadway Inn has suggested that a larger room 
could be made available as a dining room for the guests if they were 
to host again in the future. 
 

Of course, funding will become an issue if a hotel is used again. We 
are aware that many of our usual volunteers have been unable to 
contribute this year so maybe fundraising will be the way for more of 
them to contribute in years to come. 
 
Jane and Lee Horwich 
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Junior Church has not returned to 
regular weekly sessions since the first 
lockdown in March 2020, however our 
young people have continued to 
contribute to church life and services at 
Ealing Green particularly as readers at 
special services like Carols & Candles. 
 

Over the last year Claire, Joan and Louise have met to discuss the best 
way forward for Junior Church and how to serve our young people best 
(and any future children that may join the Church :-) )   We have 
discussed the continued use of the foyer as a suitable space and have 
carried out a risk assessment of the area and discussed equipment/
furniture that will make this a better space for the young people and 
children to meet. 
 
Before the pandemic, Junior Church raised a significant amount of 
money through bake sales and other fundraising activity and we have 
enough to buy the equipment and furniture we need and Louise is 
currently sourcing these for us. 
 
In order to meet safeguarding requirements, we will need to ensure that 
there are 2 adults at each weekly session when we resume, so we hope 
to recruit 3 volunteers from the church to join a rota.  A volunteer job 
description has been prepared and we hope to start recruiting soon!  
 
So much has changed over the last 2 years, with interruption to weekly 
services and therefore provision for our young people.  Also during 
which time one of our young people has gone on to University and 
another is tutoring before going to University. However, we look forward 
to continuing to involve all our young people in the life of Ealing Green, 
and to look forward to a time when again we see families and children 
visit and join Ealing Green. 
 
Please pray for our young people – Elspeth, Will, Alicia, Michael, Mariah 
and Felix as they continue to grow and flourish. 
 
Claire Southall 
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Interim Financial Report  
for the Year Ending 30th September 2021 

 
Please note that these accounts are still in an interim stage and have 

not yet been checked, there may be some adjustment of figures 
before the final accounts are submitted to the Charity Commission.   

As such these figures are intended as a guideline only.  A full version of 
the accounts will available upon request. 

 

Figures in brackets refer to Year Ending 30th September 2020. 
 
The total income of the church in the year was £142,544 (£393,937).  Of 
this £30,827 (£282,490) was voluntary income, income from activities for 
generating funds (lettings of the church hall and other rooms) was 
£20,431 (£44,908) and investment income was £91,286 (£66,539).  These 
figures are explained below:  
 
Voluntary income for the year was £30,827 (£282,490) and is made up 
of donations and legacies from the church congregation and 
supporters.   These figures include the Gift Aid claimed and also those 
funds held for outside groups such as the Healing Touch School.  The 
large figure for the previous year included a very generous legacy of 
£250,000 from the late Vera Marston, which was obviously not 
repeated in 2021.  However, this legacy aside, unrestricted donations 
(which exclude those collected for specific charities or mission 
purposes) totaled £19,251 and represented a 6% fall in the previous 
year.  Ealing Green Church remains grateful to those folk who 
switched to making their contributions via standing order, and 
continued to donate even when the church building was closed.  
 
Income from activities generating funds comes from the letting of the 
church and halls, and amounted to £20,431 (£44,908):  it is an aim of 
the church to make full use of the buildings as both an active worship 
space and community resource.  Lettings income fell from a high of 
£91,899 in the year ending 2019 (before the pandemic), to £44,908 in 
the year ending 2020, and has more than halved again in the year 
ending September 2021.  This is both due to the repeated lockdowns 
during the year, and the fact that some clients have either moved 
away, or lacked the confidence or capabilities to return.  Indeed, 
some of our clients sadly passed away during this time.  At the time of 
writing, lettings are once more beginning to pick up, and it is hoped 
that lettings income will exceed the cautious figure of £45,000 
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predicted in the budget for 2022 (budget available upon request or at 
the church AGM).  There is also the possibility of an insurance claim 
regarding loss of income during the pandemic, but it is unclear at 
present if this will be successful, or how much might be received. 
 
Investment income was £91,286 (£66,539).  This is made up from 
income received from the three flats at 3 Victoria Terrace, £42,355 
(40,500), the renting of the Little Church to a children’s nursery, £48,689 
(£24,460), and interest earned on the bank’s reserves held at the 
Central Finance Board of the Methodist Church (CFB), £241 (£1,579).  
The bulk of this increase is due to the repayments of rent arrears, plus a 
rent free period, for the nursery at the Little Church from the previous 
year, and this will not be repeated for 2022.  Ealing Green Church is 
pleased that the nursery has been able to ‘catch up’ in this way, 
under difficult circumstances.  It is expected that for 2022 their rental 
income will be £39,025, as the nursery pay their regular quarterly rent 
(plus insurance). 
 
Expenditure in the year amounted to £217,396 (£227,268).  
 
£109,955 (£63,808) was spent on charitable activities.  This expenditure 
has three main components: 
 
£72,969 (£44,716) was contributed to the sponsoring denominations 
through the assessment paid to Ealing Trinity Circuit of the Methodist 
Church and the church’s contribution to the United Reformed 
Church’s Ministry & Mission Fund.  While the figure paid to the URC rose 
by a small amount only, Ealing Green Church’s contribution to Ealing 
Trinity Circuit rose by £28,128 or 71% approximately, following a revised 
calculation from the Circuit, designed to be fairer to all the churches 
concerned. 
 
Grants to charities amounted to £16,780 (£15,789).  The Church has a 
policy of gifting some income to support charities in the UK and 
abroad in accordance with its stated aims.  In addition church 
members devote time and effort to maintaining links with charities, 
fundraising and working directly for them.  During the last year Ealing 
Green Church has supported both The Samaritans and Ealing 
Foodbank, but amounts paid for the ‘Communion Collections’ was 
reduced, as some services were not held.  To combat this the church 
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started donating £150 per communion service, regardless of the 
amount donated by the congregation, and this practice continues 
into 2022. 
 
£20,206 (£3,303) was spent on the provision of music, Junior Church 
activities and other resources for the services of worship.  The increase 
from the previous year has two main reasons; firstly a planned repair to 
the organ leathers, which cost £10,788 (including subsequent tuning) 
and secondly the cost of purchasing a livestream camera and its 
installation into the church space costing £7,444 (with the cost of the 
new Wi-Fi provision in the church space being absorbed into the office 
costs).  This camera enables the church to livestream our services to 
our YouTube channel, Ealing Green Church, for the benefit of those 
remaining at home, or who are away, and is open to all.  Those two 
areas aside, spending fell in all areas, over that in the previous year, 
following further closure to the church. We anticipate that this 
spending will increase in 2022, as services and study groups resumed. 
 
The management, maintenance and insurance of investment 
properties amounted to £20,434 (£12,374), and the increase is largely 
due to increased management fees, as two of the three flats 
changed tenants during the year, with resultant costs. 
 
Other expenditure amounted to £87,007 (£151,086).  The cost of 
operating and maintaining the church buildings was £53,472 
(£118,925), and details of expenditure may be found in the property 
report (and in the main the spending has fallen because the 
refurbishment of the bathrooms, in the previous year, finished).  These 
costs include repairs to the Manse of £6,420, under the quinquennial 
survey, and the upkeep of the Manse now passes to the Circuit 
(although Ealing Green Church continues to insure the property).  The 
cost of running the Church Office was £32,362 (£31,659), which 
includes the salary & associated costs for the Church Office Manager, 
along with spending such as equipment, photocopying & printing, 
telephone & Wi-Fi, stationery, postage and professional services.  
 
The reserves: it is the policy of the church to maintain the equivalent of 
four months’ expenditure approximately in unrestricted funds, which 
would be £72,500 (being £18,117 approx. per month).  As at 30th 
September 2021 the reserves of the church totaled £229.831 
(£284,864), and we remain as a going concern. 
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Fund transfers:  as the amount donated to various charities from our 
Mission Fund over the year has exceeded the donations received for 
specific collections, there will be a transfer from the General Fund to 
the Mission Fund to replace the shortfall.  This happens every year, as 
the Church choses to add funds to those monies collected, before 
payments are made.  Funds held in the Fabric fund will be adjusted to 
represent those works that were completed in 2021, are due to be 
carried out in 2022, as well as some longer term projects.  These 
adjustments will be carried out before the accountant checks the 
year end accounts.  
 
The Finance Committee notes that the financial operation of Ealing 
Green Church during the year has meant that various charities at 
local, national and international level have continued to be 
supported, and that some planned works such as the installation of a 
livestream camera and enhanced AV system has been carried out, 
and a further £20,000 has been made available to enhance the 
acoustics of the church space in the forthcoming year.  Sadly Ealing 
Foodbank is yet to return following the pandemic and while some 
community groups have now returned, it is unlikely that they all will do 
so.  We are pleased to say that three out of the six addiction support 
groups have now returned and meet regularly.  
 
The church remains in a blessed position, as over previous years 
reserves have been built up, this has cushioned the church from 
financial hardship, without using up the legacy from the late Vera 
Marston, and has also enabled the church to afford our increased 
contribution to Ealing Trinity Circuit, despite the reduction in lettings 
income.  
 

However, the uncertainty of the current situation means that the 
budget for 2022 will need to be revised & reviewed constantly 
throughout the forthcoming year and the finances of the church will 
continue to be kept under tight control.  The Finance Committee 
recommends a cautious approach to spending that will protect the 
church’s income stream and reduce future costs.  The budget is 
available as a separate document to the Annual Reports booklet 
and will be available at the Annual General Meeting.  
 
Sarah Hunter, on behalf of the Finance Committee:  Valerie 
Jokosenumi, Colin Hatherall, Ron Honor, the Rev Sue Male, 
Jonathan Morris, Martin Sarbicki & Louise Singleton.  
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Minister:  the Rev Susan Male  
020 8579 8114 ~ susan.d.male@googlemail.com 

 

Church Office: office@egchurch.org.uk / 020 8810 0136 
Tuesdays - Fridays 10am-5pm, with Thursday being worked from 

home.  Visitors by appointment, thank-you. 


